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Give the gift of an elevated
Live colorfully.
travel experience.

LET OUR TEAM HELP YOURS
STRESS-FREE AND UNFORGETTABLE

Event Gifting by Incentive Concepts is the industry leader for onsite gifting and brand experiences.
We have an unmatched passion for customer service and flawless onsite execution. We love our
customers and it shows in everything we do!

ESTABLISH THE EVENT DATE AND VENUE

Event Gifting by Incentive Concepts is ready with a gift
experience to match your destination and attendee group.

SELECT THE RIGHT REWARD LEVEL

Each of our Event Gifting levels include a host of fantatsic
products to wow your attendees and fit your budget.

SIT BACK AND RELAX

Our team will manage all shipping, onsite
logistics, set-up, and of course YOUR EVENT!

LEVEL 1

Baseline Large Shopping Tote
Amazing space. This large shopping tote’s exterior is crafted from
ballistic nylon, providing the ultimate in durability. Comfortable
and luxurious leather shoulder straps make carrying easy.

Rhapsody Slim Backpack
A busy day means needing to keep both hands free. The Rhapsody
Slim Backpack has you covered. With just the right amount of room
for the day’s most important items, this lightweight piece prioritizes
performance and style.

BRX Excursion Backpack
The corporate gifting exclusive is designed to be user friendly
with a large U-shaped opening at the top and convenient padded
pocket that will fit up to 15.6” laptop.

Rhapsody Tote
This corporate gifting exclusive Rhapsody Tote is the perfect
companion piece. Lightweight with plenty of packing space and a
simple button closure means you can stay carefree, taking
everything with you and keeping it all easily accessible.

Delve Crossbody Sling
The compact, lightweight Delve Crossbody Sling Bag
is perfect for carrying all of your essentials without
weighing or slowing you down.

LEVEL 2

Baseline Cabin Duffle
Easy to pack, difficult to be without! The deluxe travel tote is
designed to carry everything you need in an easy-pack,
organized way. Fits most airline overhead compartments and
under many airline seats.

Rhapsody Essential Backpack
The Rhapsody Essential Backpack has room for all that and more.
A lightweight style that still accommodates all the extras for
when you’re not sure what adventures the day will hold.

Rhapsody Essential Tote
The Rhapsody Essential Tote is the ideal companion piece.
Lightweight with plenty of packing space and a simple button
closure means you can stay carefree, taking everything with
you and keeping it all easily accessible.

BRX Excursion Backpack
The corporate gifting exclusive is designed to be user friendly
with a large U-shaped opening at the top and convenient
padded pocket that will fit up to 15.6” laptop.

Rhapsody Tote
This corporate gifting exclusive Rhapsody Tote is the perfect
companion piece. Lightweight with plenty of packing space
and a simple button closure means you can stay carefree,
taking everything with you and keeping it all easily accessible.

Baseline Large Weekender
This large travel satchel is roomy luggage that
provides the ultimate packing space. It even expands
to give you more room if needed.

ZDX Cargo Satchel
This duffle delightfully delivers custom carrying options. Pack it out
with all your needs or cinch it down when carrying just your basics. As a
carry-on, weekender, or gym bag, the Cargo Satchel has the versatility,
and capacity, to meet all your needs.

LEVEL 3

Baseline Expandable Cabin Bag
Bring all you need and have room for more. This double expandable tote
bag with three compartments from the Baseline collection allows for 45%
more space when you need it. Features gusseted front pocket with slip
pockets, dual purpose slip-through back pocket and SpeedThru™ pocket
for hassle-free airport security.

Delve Convertible Brief
This sleek bag transforms from one to the other instantly via backpack
straps that live in their own secret pocket, ready to be revealed when
needed. It’s smartly designed for easy access in both “modes,” with an
angled document pocket that keeps contents from sliding out and an
extra secure laptop sleeve.

Baseline Convertible Duffle Backpack
From backpack to duffle and back again, this
lightweight bag ensures you stay organized and
eminently flexible on the go, no matter the occasion.

Delve Large Roll-top Backpack
Delve’s Large Roll-Top Backpack lets you take whatever you
need wherever you go. With maximum expandability in a
minimal profile, it’s brilliantly designed to keep everything
safely tucked inside without feeling bulky.

@Work Medium Slim Backpack
The @work Slim Backpack is a stylish choice for those wanting to
keep a slender profile. Easily accessible, well-organized and
versatile, this backpack is so light that you might even forget
that you’re at work. Fits most 15.6” laptops.

LEVEL 4

Baseline Suiter Duffle
The 2-in-1 bag transforms from a duffle to a hanging garment
bag and back again with incredible ease. From suave spy to
savvy fashionista, the Baseline Suiter Duffle is versatile,
lightweight and designed to be used in any way imaginable.

@Work Medium Backpack
Remain highly mobile and professionally polished with the @
work Medium Backpack. Featuring ultimate laptop and tablet
protection plus a place for all your files in an intelligent,
lightweight design. Fits most 15.6” laptops.

@Work Medium Expandable Brief
The @work Medium Expandable Brief offers all the features
and functionality of our collection with the unique ability to add
2.5 inches of increased packing space for those last-minute
travel needs. Accommodates most 15.6” laptops.

@Work Medium Cargo Backpack
The @work Medium Cargo Backpack is the perfect solution to
those who need everything with them but can’t afford to slow
down. Keeping you organized, mobile, and tech-savvy is the
priority, and the stylish, comfortable, and intelligent design of this
backpack delivers on all fronts. Fits most 15.6” laptops.

LEVEL 5

Rhapsody Wide Mouth Cabin Spinner
The Rhapsody Wide-Mouth Cabin Spinner is designed for maximum room in
minimum space, with a dirt-and-moisture-resistant micro-weave nylon exterior
and an easy-access interior. The inside cradles your laptop in a padded pocket
while offering room for shoes, a change of clothes and small pockets for a
phone, charger or other essentials.

Baseline Rolling Cabin Bag
The ideal luggage to carry on board, this wheeled cabin bag
keeps you organized with every turn. Fits under most airline
seats as well as in the overhead compartment.

Rhapsody Tall Carry-On Spinner
For travelers looking for a soft, supple, and incredibly lightweight
carry-on that doesn’t compromise on packing space and
performance, the Rhapsody Tall Carry-On Spinner is the end of the
search. Coordinate with any soft piece from the Rhapsody collection
for the ultimate travel solution.

ZDX Carry-on Upright Duffle
The ZDX 21” Carry-On Wheeled Duffle offers the best of everything. It
boasts our patented Outsider® handle for a flat, roomier interior, perfect
for bulky sports gear or parkas, plus an easy-access pocket to hold items
for security checkpoints and an outside battery pocket so you can keep
charging your phone as you roll along to your weekend adventure.

Baseline Compact Garment Bag
This tri-fold garment bag is compact in design and well
organized. Perfectly sized to be a carry-on-its size allows
you to bring it just about anywhere.

Perfect solution for individual rewards, international destinations
or anywhere you want to give the best!
Interactive. Our custom
website tailored just for you.

Dependable. We ship you
order safely and on time.

Get the
most for your customers.

Turnkey. Less stress,
more results.

Motivate your customers by giving them the power to select a gift at their own leisure. Never has it been so
easy to show your appreciation for the people you value. With a customizable website, a dedicated staff,
and brands that turn heads — The Event Card by Event Gifting is sure to be a hit at your next event.

EVENT CARD PACKAGING
Turn heads. Give a personal touch by sending your Event
Card with a special message.
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